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 TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALES 

PREMISE 
Terms and conditions of Sales are applied by Mollificio Guidi Srl to each contract involving the production and/or 
delivery of goods by Mollificio Guidi.  
Any exceptions and modifications to these terms and conditions of sales will be agreed and confirmed in writing by 
Mollificio Guidi. 
Any general or special conditions of purchase required by the Customer will be applied only in the case Mollificio  
Guidi has explicitly accepted them in writing. 
PRICES 
Prices indicated on Estimates, on the Confirmation of Order sent to the Customer, on the list of  "Standard" products 
and on the website www.molleguidi.it, will be intended as taxes and fees excluded. 
Prices are subject to changes without any notice obligation on the part of Mollificio Guidi. 
In any case, the price indicated by Mollificio Guidi on the Confirmation of Order sent to the Customer will always 
prevail. 
Prices communicated by Mollificio Guidi must be considered valid only and exclusively for the supply related to each 
single estimate’s request and / or order and not for any future supplies of such articles, except in cases where it is 
expressively agreed in writing between the parties. 
For items defined as "Standard", Customers will attest to prices published in the price list in force at the time of order.  
Prices do not include shipping. 
ESTIMATES  
Estimates are to be considered valid for a period of 30 days from the date of the receipt thereof, unless sudden 
increases in the cost of raw materials is not predictable at the time of issuance of the Budget. 
ORDER 
Orders must be forwarded in writing to Mollificio Guidi by mail, fax, e-mail or through the website ww.molleguidi.it.  
Accepting orders received in any manner other than those mentioned is at the discretion of Mollificio Guidi. 
Orders will only be accepted for an amount greater than € 80.00. 
The contract of sale is perfected at the time the Customer receives the Confirmation of Order sent by Mollificio Guidi 
by fax or by email. The Order can be canceled and / or modified exclusively in writing and prior to the receipt of the 
above-mentioned Confirmation of Order. 
In cases where the Confirmation of Order contains terms differing from the Order sent by the Customer and the 
Customer does not return it signed for acceptance, Mollificio Guidi will consider it accepted if the Customer  did not 
have submitted any written notification within two days from receipt.  
The order is irrevocable after the execution of the Sales Agreement. 
OBJECT OF THE ORDER ACORDING THE CLIENT’S PLAN  
The supply refers to a product whose features of the raw material, the functionality and durability, the treatments to 
which the product must be subjected and every other element however connected to its shape, size and its use are 
determinated solely by the Customer, who, with the Purchase Order, implicitly declares that the product made on the 
basis of these specifications is suitable for the intended use. 
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OBJECT OF  STANDARD PRODUCTS’ ORDER 
  The supply relates to the Standard items on the list of Mollificio Guidi. The Customer with the Purchase Order 
implicitly declares that that article has the necessary features for the intended use. 
DELIVERY TIMES  
Mollificio Guidi undertakes to respect the delivery times indicated in the Confirmation of Order. 
Mollificio Guidi can not be held responsible for any delays due to force majeure, such as delays in the delivery of raw 
materials, acts and / or omissions of Customer, strikes and any event and / or condition that prevents the Mollificio 
Guidi the production and / or delivery. Mollificio Guidi in the above mentioned cases shall not be liable and nothing 
will be dued in compensation for any such delay in delivery. 
The delivery of goods will be according to the terms agreed with the Customer. 
In the event that a delivery had been agreed in more stages, the Customer can not absolutely cancel and / or modify the 
following agreed deliveries . 
In case of failure to collect even of a single stage of the agreed delivery, Mollificio Guidi will ensure the delivery of 
all ordered supplies at the customer’s expense and it will issue the invoice of sale. 
If goods are not collected by the Customer on the agreed date, Mollificio Guidi will ship the goods at the customer's 
expense, reserving the right to charge the costs of the material’s storage in the warehouse. 
DELIVERY CONDITIONS AND SHIPPING  
Shipping fees will be charged to the Customer. 
The goods shall be delivered ex-works at the headquarters of Mollificio Guidi. 
The goods always travel on the account and risk of the Customer. 
The Customer can directly arrange to collect the goods at the headquarters of Mollificio Guidi or he can choose the 
courier. In the event that the Customer asks Mollificio Guidi to provide for the transport of goods, Mollificio Guidi 
will choose the mode and the courier, charging with the costs on the Customer’s invoice. Shipping will be always by 
carriage forward. 
TERMS OF PAYMENTS  
Payments must be according to the terms and conditions agreed  and written in the Confirmation of Order. Mollificio 
Guidi reserves the right to change the terms and the conditions of payment in the event that situations which may 
affect the warranty of Mollificio Guidi to see the payments satisfied by the customer may occur. 
Failure to pay and / or irregular payment of even a single order will involve the suspension of the delivery and / or 
processing of orders during the fulfillment stage; Mollificio Guidi will charge the Customer with costs and / or 
expenses incurred by Mollificio Guidi on such supplies.  
FIRST ORDER 
For the first order advance payment is required before delivery; such payment may be made by advance bank transfer 
or by cash on delivery. For the following supplies, payment will be as agreed with the Customer and also specified in 
the Confirmation of Order. 
TOLERANCES  
Except where it is expressively agreed upon a particular tolerance, Mollificio Guidi applies the tolerances, degree of 
precision 2, set by EN 15800 for compression springs – DIN 2097 for traction springs – DIN 2194 for torsion springs.   
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CLASS OF USE 
Except in the case of a specific class of use is expressively agreed, Mollificio Guidi will apply the class of use D – 
normal.  

COMPLAINTS  
Any complaints concerning the status of the package, the quantity of goods delivered, the type of article, 
dissimilarities from the characteristics of the requested products or, for example, from measures, from technical 
drawing and / or sample, from the type of the used material or from the treatments - for example galvanizing, painting, 
grinding - must be reported to Mollificio Guidi Srl  no later than 8 days after the receipt of the goods. The complaint 
must contain at least the reference of the Customer’s order and the references of our Confirmation of Order, as well as 
a description of the defect, object of the complaint. If the complaint is not notified within that period and in the 
manner above described, the delivered goods will be deemed complied with the Customer’s order. 
Any defects not detectable at the time of delivery and concerning defects due to the used raw material and / or 
manufacturing defects must be reported to Mollificio Guidi no later than 8 days from discovery and in any event no 
later than three months after delivery, except the case a different time has been expressively agreed in writing with 
Mollificio Guidi. The complaint must contain at least the reference of the Customer’s order and the references of our 
Confirmation of Order, as well as a description of defect, object of the complaint. If the complaint is not notified 
within the above mentioned period of three months after delivery and in the above described manner, the delivered 
goods will be considered free from defects. 
Mollificio Guidi, following the receipt of the complaint in the above described manner will inform the Customer about 
the procedure and the modalities for the verification of the defects; at the outcome of this procedure’s verification, 
Mollificio Guidi will inform the Customer about their decisions. 
In the event that the claim is accepted by Mollificio Guidi, at its discretion it will repair or replace only the defective 
parts for free, excluding any compensations for damages and / or expenses of any kind. 
Mollificio Guidi will not accept any returns and / or claim without having given its consent, following the above 
procedure. 
In the event that, for any reason, repairing or replacing is not possible, the responsibility of Mollificio Guidi for 
defective products can never be greater than the purchase price of the defective products. 
Mollificio Guidi will not be responsible if the products have defects due to: improper use and / or not suitable to the 
characteristics of the good or contrary to the instructions provided by Mollificio Guidi, to wear or to the average life 
cycle of the good, to changes  and / or to processing of any kind made by the Customer after a wrong or inadequate 
maintenance or to an unsuitable storage. In any case, Mollificio Guidi will never be held responsible for any direct and 
/ or indirect damage suffered by the Customer, including for example, delays in delivery, personal and / or property 
injuries, loss of Customers, loss of earning, stop of the production activities, dismantling activities, installation and 
maintenance of any kind, legal and court actions initiated by third parties against the Customer. 
The above mentioned warranty supersedes entirely any warranty granted by law to the Customer concerning liability 
for defective products. 
Any claims and / or disputes never dispense the Customer from collecting supplies the Customer has already ordered 
and / or they never justify the suspension of the payments by the Customer for the supply subject of the claim and / or 
for other supplies. 
COMPETENT COURT  
For any dispute that may arise The Court of Bologna will be competent. 


